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Introduction
Through interviews with Eastern Michigan University (EMU) freshmen to determine if
they were having any challenges they needed help with, we learned that they are not satisfied
with some of the methods that EMU uses to market events and student organizations. With the
knowledge that EMU values building student engagement within the EMU community, we have
two recommendations for refining the EMU App to further students’ involvement in campus
events.
We interviewed six EMU freshmen about their first-semester experiences. The biggest
challenge they shared with us was finding information on events and organizations on campus
when they wanted to become involved. One suggested solution for this problem was the use of a
mobile media app listing EMU’s calendar of events happening on campus. They wanted to be
able to review the calendar for events on their smart phones.
We later discovered the EMU app. We developed a user testing protocol and conducted
the tests to determine if the app would meet the needs of the students with regard to campus and
student organization events. Our research findings indicate that there are several aspects of the
app that could be improved to make the app much more effective at meeting their needs.
This proposal outlines our research methodology, our recommendations for improving
the application, the potential costs involved, and the potential benefits of implementing our
suggested changes.

Research Methods
Our Research Methods included interviews, Internet research, and usability testing as
listed below.

Internet Research
We conducted Internet research on the following topics:
 Calendar apps that could possibly be used as a solution to this problem;
♦ Determined unnecessary after learning of the EMU app existence.
 Graphics approved by EMU;
♦ Used guidelines to incorporate approved graphics.
 App development costs;
♦ See Costs and Benefits section below and Appendix B for details.
 EMU Vision, Mission, Goals, and Strategic Plan.
♦ To ensure goals of our recommendations aligned with EMU’s.

Interviews
 Six freshmen students interviewed for determining their needs.
♦ Used this information to determine the scope of our project.
 Ted Coutilish for EMU App Information and associated costs.
♦ See Appendix B for details.
 Straxis for EMU App information and possible associated costs.
♦ See Appendix B for details.

Usability Testing
Usability Testing was our primary means of research to ascertain how users interacted
with the EMU App and their impressions of its effectiveness. Including the input of our four
group members and our professor, we have taken into consideration the comments and opinions
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of 23 users. Our summary of user responses is included at the end of this proposal in Appendices
D and E.
We recommend several solutions to different challenges we discovered and list those
recommendations and suggested solutions below.
There were other challenges that arose during testing that were not within the scope of
our project but we feel you may want to address those issues or investigate them further. Those
other challenges are included in Appendix A to this Proposal.
The following sections detail our research findings and our recommendations for solving
the problems students were having with the EMU app.

Research Findings and Recommendations
Recommendation One: Make improvements to the search bar function
We recommend two changes to the search function
Figure 1.1
within the events section of the application.
 Make the search box affixed to the top of the page
(fixed in place) while scrolling calendar listings.
♦ Six users who scrolled the listings to look for
an event before trying to search for it found
that the box had disappeared because they
weren’t at the top of the calendar.
♦ Students became frustrated when they were
unable to find the events they searched for on
the calendar. The search box missing if they
had scrolled down at all added to their
frustration.
 Make the search bar more visible through font or
color scheme change. (Figure 1.1)
♦ Four users who were not able to find the event
they were looking for on the calendar never
even saw the search box because it blended in
with the rest of the page information or
disappeared if they had scrolled down at all.
 Add the indication of “No search results found” or “Search completed” for
circumstances where a search is conducted and there is no information found.
♦ Six students who tried searching and had no results waited for some indication
that the search was finished before they tried to look in a different place or for a
different value. They were rather irritated when they realized it had finished
searching without giving any indication.

Recommendation Two: Move the Location of the Student Organizations
link to the front page.
 Students have to go to the “Links” section on the homepage to locate student
organizations, then go to “Campus and Community.” The link to “Student
Organizations” is located to the far right and is not very noticeable. This took our
group members a half-hour of clicking around in the app to figure out. (Figure 1.2)
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♦ Students noticed that the calendar had a small variety of student events listed.
♦ Comments were made such as “Looks like only sports and a few shows and
speeches” and “Looks like mostly athletic events on here, so if that’s what you’re
interested in, it’s great.”
♦ All the students who were involved in organizations were unable to find their
group’s events listed on the calendar. When they clicked around on the app to
look for information on their org’s, they did not find any.
♦ One student couldn’t find a QUEST event that she knew was happening that
evening and never found any information pertaining to the organization because
the link was buried within the app.
♦ None of the students displayed interest in searching for info; they wanted it to be
readily available.
Figure 1.2

Costs and Benefits of Improving the EMU App
We realize that determining the cost and deciding if the value of the purchase is worth the
investment is an issue in most budgets, especially in education.

Potential Costs
In an effort to determine what it may cost to adopt our suggested changes, we conducted
Internet research on app development costs and requested information from Straxis and
Mr. Coutilish. Appendix C is a summary and analysis of the information we obtained regarding
improvement costs for this project.
We were unable to determine exact cost for these improvements due to the varied and
uncertain nature of the work. In addition, it is beyond the scope of our assignment to research
exact cost of implementation for each of these changes.
What we can say with almost certainty is that if more organizations added events to the
calendar on the EMU app, it would cost Debra Johnson, the Media Relations Administrator,
more time than is currently needed to approve the additional calendar entries.

Potential Benefits
•

Based on our research, we know that improving the app has many benefits:
A potential increase in app downloads.
o Only two of our test subjects said they would not use the app at all.
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Several of them said that if the calendar has a larger variety of events on it they
may use it.
o Over 50% of the 23 subjects said they will use it.
o Most of them liked the app.
o About 50% said they would use it in its current state now that they know it exists.
A potential increase in app usage.
o Although we were able to obtain download numbers for several different time
periods, we were unable to find out actual numbers of app users.
o Since several of our subjects said they had downloaded it and subsequently
deleted it, or downloaded it and never used it, we know the total download
numbers do not indicate actual user numbers.
o This usage metric is one of the analytics that should be monitored if the suggested
improvements are incorporated so you can determine the effectiveness of the
improvements.
Students being able to access information about student organizations could increase
memberships and increase awareness of extracurricular activities and social issue
awareness.
Increased student involvement will lead to increased student satisfaction, which could
create a better sense of community on an interpersonal level and an institutional level and
increase student retention numbers.
o

•

•

•

Future Benefits
We make some final recommendations for additional research you may want to undertake
in the future regarding the EMU app. These recommendations are for solving problems for
recurring issues we discovered and feel your research should include. For more observations, see
Appendix A.
Issues we noticed Explanation
Possible Solutions
♦ Students are not aware the EMU app ♦ Conduct a targeted marketing
Visibility
exists.
campaign focused on staff
department heads and staff
♦ Of 23 participants, there were less
than 25% that knew of its existence
and student organization
before we told them about it.
leaders to educate them on the
procedure and solicit their
usage of the calendar on the
app.
Those students used an earlier
♦ Those that did know of the app did
Impressions
not have the best opinion of it.
version of the app. We
suggest including in any
marketing of the app to
students the fact that the
problems with crashing and
the app not working have
been resolved.
Interface
♦ We asked most of the test subject
♦ Suggest removing the icon
which home screen version they
option from the app home
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Updating and
Accuracy

preferred and they all indicated the
labels rather than the icons.
♦ Some events are listed at the wrong
day/time.
♦ The Email link is to Eagle Mail, not
Gmail.
Not all Organizations seem to have
current/up-to-date information in
their listings.

♦

♦
♦

Expanding Events

♦ Many students noticed there are
hardly any campus events on the
events calendar.

♦

Other Issues

♦ We observed several issues that we
could not pursue, so we are not sure
of the frequency (Appendix A).

♦

screen to simplify the
interface.
Suggest reminding any
organizations who add items
to the calendar to revise or
delete them if the event
time/date changes.
Remove the Eagle Mail link
and replace it with a link to
EMU Gmail.
Audit the student organization
links to ensure the contact and
meeting times and locations
are correct.
Future research should look at
condensing EMU calendar
functions into one main
interface that is then linked on
the app.
Future research on these
topics

Conclusion
As current students and the conductors of this research, we feel that our recommended
improvements would be beneficial to the whole student body as well as the university. We hope
that the information provided herein proves useful to you and your team.
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APPENDIX A:
LIST OF ADDITIONAL ITEMS TO STUDY
 Map doesn’t work well.
♦ Many students surveyed felt the Google Map didn’t work well for them to find specific
buildings.
 Emich Google Mail is not accessible from the app but EagleMail is still linked on it.

♦ Recommend removing EagleMail and bringing Emich Google Mail to front page.
 There is no EMU App download for iPads, only androids and iPhones.
♦ Recommend repairing this link so students can use the app on tablets. See link at:
http://www.emich.edu/univcomm/releases/press_release.php?id=1288302351.
 Several links that we tried to go to from the app were dead ends or made the app close.
♦ Recommend auditing the app links to repair links.
 A number of people in the usability testing thought the “Checklist” tab on the home page was
a link for them to create their own checklists, which they thought was a useful tool.
♦ Recommend changing name to indicate it is an enrollment checklist and/or adding a
checklist creation feature to the app.
 There is no link to the student newspaper, the Eastern Echo.
♦ Recommend adding link to front page.
 Google Search for “Eastern Michigan University mobile app” provides several search results
that reference an EMU app made by another company that is different from Straxis. See the
following links:
♦ https://www.emich.edu/it/academic/emumobile/http://www.emich.edu/univcomm
/releases/release.php?id=1386789782
♦ http://www.emich.edu/it/services/email/other/mobile/mobile-android.php
♦ http://www.emich.edu/it/services/email/other/mobile/mobile-settings.php
♦ http://www.emich.edu/it/services/email/other/mobile/mobile-iphone.php
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Appendix B
App development cost research results summary
Cost information provided by Ted Coutilish
 Normal updates and changes are included in a yearly maintenance fee.
 Substantial formatting changes could cost additional dollars, but that would need
to be determined on a per request basis.
Cost information provided by Straxis
 Custom changes that can be incorporated into general app updates for all clients
will have little or no extra charge.
 With custom requests specific to a client, Straxis will generally work something
out with the client in regards to the cost.
Cost information obtained from Internet Research*
 Our analysis of the Internet research is that costs vary widely, from $850 to over a
million dollars, depending on the complexity of what the client wants. (Most of
this information was in regards to building an app from scratch.)
 All-inclusive firms do everything for you for around $1,000 but you have to be
wary of quality and determine if they give you any control over the process.
*Sources used for this information are listed in the References.
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Appendix C
User Testing Protocol

Usability Testing Procedure Guide
For
The Eastern Michigan University Application:
Events Tab Usage

Eastern Michigan University
Writing 324 – Fall 2015
Dr. Randazzo

By:
Juston Hughes
Marianne McCreight
Mia Evans
Megan Wurster
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Introduction:
This procedure guide is designed for testing the usability of the “Events” tab section in
the Eastern Michigan University application. Two individuals are required for testing a single
participant. The roles of the testing individuals are; the Moderator and the Observer. The
moderator acts as the narrator and provides prompts and tasks for the participant to complete to
the best of their ability. The Observer will record verbal responses and physical reaction to
prompts and task. The end result, decided by the observed responses by all participants, will
determine the usefulness of the “Events” tab in the application and will be presented to
administrators for potential review.
Purpose:
Based upon interviews conducted with new students attending Eastern Michigan
University, our project group has concluded that a main area of interest is campus events. The
student interviewed only knew of a few events that provided information pertaining to campus
involvement. Our research discovered possible options for on-campus events and that was
potentially less known is our main goal of exploration and testing with the general student body.
The focus of this test is to assess the user interface preference and ease of accessibility/ locating
of events on the application.
Procedure:
The procedure for each participant consists of one introduction and five points direct
prompts consisting of task and questions. The outline is as followed:
1) Introduction
2) Interface preference
3) Application exploration
4) Event search
5) Prioritization of tabs (present and suggested)
6) Follow up questions
Contents:
Contained in this document you will find:
1) The Moderators Guide (Page 3)
• Goals, instructions, and helpful hints.
• The “Useful Tabs and Suggested Tabs” document. (Page 7)
o One “Useful Tabs and Suggested Tabs” document is to be used for each
participant.
2) The Observers Guide (Page 8)
• Goals, Instructions, and Helpful hints.
• The Observer’s Note Page
o One “Observer’s Note Page” document is to be used for each participant.
(Page 10)
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MODERATOR INSTRUCTIONS FOR USABILITY TESTING
Objective:
The objective of the moderator is to present task to the participant and guide them
through the test without providing the participant with the answer. The moderator will be the the
main person to actively interact with the participant and the only person to provide prompts and
task for completion.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Moderator’s task:
Have all necessary equipment and documents set up prior to testing.
Provide task and prompts to the participant.
Get most natural response from evaluators/users and get most complete responses.
Make users feel comfortable and elicit useful responses at appropriate times without
interrupting flow of user’s narration or altering his perspective.
Have all five prompts completed within the time frame of 8-10 minutes.
Acceptable behaviors:
Listen. You can discuss what you’re seeing but don’t forget to listen
Make sure you don’t imply a value judgment about product either way.
Make sure you don’t show a vested interest in the answers.
Do not be excessively quiet when the participant shows behaviors of aggravation or
stress.

Procedure:
The usability test is comprised of one Introduction and five prompts that will provide
critical information about the apps usefulness and usability with people unfamiliar with it. The
order in which the prompts will take place are as followed:
1. Introduction/ Demographics
2. Interface preference
3. Application exploration
4. Event search
5. Prioritization of tabs (present and suggested)
6. Follow up questions
Prompts and Task:
Introduction and Demographics: Read script as followed.
“Welcome and thank you for your participation in our application testing today. We will
be testing an applications usability and not you. All answers and input that you provide are
considered to be correct and will be used in evaluating the application.”
Ask following questions:
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•
•

Okay, let’s get started. Is this your Freshman year at EMU?
How old are you?
Prompt 1:
Have two mobile devices on the table before participant arrives. Each device will be
utilizing a different interface for the participant to use.
(Give them both phones with the app icon visible on one and the app labels on the other.)
● Look at the two choices of home screen, icons and list view. Choose the one you prefer
to use during the testing.
(Look to see if the app is in the list view or the icon view)
● Why did you choose that view?
Prompt 2:
Have the participant explore the application using the device they chose.
● Ask what their perceptions of the application are.
● Ask what they may use this application for based on their initial interactions.
● Ask how the current interface makes them feel. NOTE: if at this point they do not like the
interface inform them that it can be changes and ask them if they can identify or figure
out how to change the interface.
Prompt 3:
Ask the participant if they have any on-campus interest, events, or organizations that they
may be interested in. Based on their answer do the following:
● If yes: ask them what it and if they can find it on the app. If they show signs of
aggravation during this process, ask them to describe what they feel and their approaches
to the solution.
● If no: Ask them to find a ShowTime of “Little Shop of Horrors.” Do not give them hints,
instead ask them their process of locating the the ShowTime. Do not imply that it is an
event this will only cue them to search events which may corrupt the test.
Prompt 4:
Provide them with attached file labeled “Tab Priority and Suggested Tabs” at the end of
this document. Ask them to rank or provide their interpretation or preference as to how this
layout should be.
• What was your impression of this application?
• Is there too much information on the home screen? What would you add or remove?
• Did the design help you? How could this be designed differently to be improved?
Prompt 5:
Ask follow up interview/questions:
● What was your impression of this application?
● Did you know this application was available for download?
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Would you use this application, why/why not?
Suggestion for improvement or preferences that may not be available in the application.
What would there need to be to help you find what you were looking for?
How would you redesign this?
Would you want for events to be added to your calendar automatically?
Would you like to see a “subscribe” option for specific organizations or types of event?
○ If yes, would you like to receive notifications from your subscribed interest?
Do you regularly use a different calendar of EMU events?
Had you ever downloaded the app to a device?
o If yes, how many devices had you downloaded it to?
o If yes, do you use the app?
On a scale of 1-10, 10 being hardest, rate the difficulty of finding a calendar of events.
Would you like to see all EMU-related events available on one calendar to search from?
(Moderator, ask observer) Do you have any final questions?

Final actions after completion:
•

Read the following to the participant:
“Thank you for your help on this project. We appreciate your time spent helping
us.”

•

Take notes immediately after testing, recording interesting behaviors, errors, likes, and
dislikes. This will be used as a secondary resource and used comparatively with observers
notes.

HELPFUL TIPS FOR TESTING
Probe user’s expectations—before they tap on something, they have an expectation
what will happen. Stop them first and ask them what they think will happen if they tap it to find
out their thought process.
• “What do you expect to happen if you tap that?”
• “Is that what you expected to happen?” right after they do it.
• keep asking “why” to dig deeper and deeper.
Do not Suggest solutions during testing. Instead, ask them for their expectations.
• If they can’t figure it out without you, product needs revision.
• Does a particular idea solve a problem? Question is useful to check if you
understand their problem and to check potential solutions.
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Investigate mistakes—wait to see if they realize error, then probe thoughts and
expectations.
• Why did they do it that way?
• What were they hoping it would do?
• How did they expect it to work?
• What happened that made them realize that it didn’t work?
Probe nonverbal cues—if they flinch, groan, smile, curse, make noises or faces, etc,
follow up.
• “You frowned when that popped up. Is there something about it that caused you
to do that?”
Keep interview task centered—allow them to explore a little but lead them back to the
tasks at hand. Follow your guide.
Respect evaluator’s ideas—let them go off topic for half a minute, but steer them back
to task/topic. If it doesn’t work, be specific.
• “That’s interesting and maybe we’ll cover it more later, but let’s return to the
current task.”
Focus on their personal experience
• If they try to turn their experience into something that “may be useful to
someone,” ask if It’s useful to them.
• If they say they understand but others may not, tell them it’s most important to
know what they think.
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OBSERVER INSTRUCTIONS FOR USABILITY TESTING
Observers Objective: To observe and record all observable actions or lack of actions,
thoughts,
expressions, and statements made by the participant.
Observers Task: During the usability test you will record:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Record activity—did they achieve each screen/task requested?
Participants' finger movements—did they have to search around or were they able to go
right to it?
Participants' faces (their reactions)
Time it takes them to complete assigned tasks
User’s reactions and opinions
Fill out the grid provided for each user
Acceptable behaviors:
Listen. You can discuss what you’re seeing but don’t forget to listen
Feel free to ask questions when moderator gives you the explicit opportunity.
Make sure you don’t imply a value judgment about product either way.
Make sure you don’t show a vested interest in the answers.
Watch for what people don’t do or don’t notice as much as you watch what they do and
what they notice.
Things to keep in mind:

•
•
•

Usability tests are not statistically representative.
Don’t take every word as gospel—we just want their views.
People are contradictory—listen to how they are thinking and how they come to
conclusions but not necessarily their specific desires. They may not be compatible.

•

Be prepared to be bored or confused—their actions may not always be interesting or
insightful.
Don’t expect revolutions. May get one or two good ideas.

•

After each evaluator/user has completed test
•
•
•

Finish writing down your impressions; anything that seems like it may be important
Discuss impressions with moderator
Decide with moderator if any tasks need to be changed before next user comes
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Final Task: The final task of the observer is to clarify reasoning to any process observed
during the test. These questions should not be asked until the the entire experiment is complete.
example questions may include:
● Why did you choose to go about ________ in this way/manner?
● Express your what you were feeling while you were doing ________?
● What causes you to feel _______ about ______?
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Appendix D
Marianne’s Table of User Testing Results
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Appendix E
Juston’s Table of User Testing Results
Participant
(Student
Center)
Participant 1

Date

Age

Year of
study

Social media

Applications
knowledge

Interface
preference

October, 30,
2015
October, 30,
2015
October, 30,
2015

18

Freshman

No

Tab

25

Junior

Facebook,
twitter
Facebook

Tab

18

Freshman

Yes (heard that
was Sh*tty)
No

Participant 4

October, 30,
2015

18

Participant 5

October, 30,
2015

21

Participant 6

October, 30,
20
2015
Tab Preferences

Participant 2
Participant 3

Participant
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Campus news
Events
Maps
Does not pertain to
participant because
will not use app
Athletics
Campus news
Events
Events
Athletics
Campus news
Events
Campus news
References
Events
References
Campus map

Twitter,
Tab
Instagram,
Facebook,
Snapchat
Freshman
Facebook,
Yes
Tab
Snapchat,
Instagram
Sophomore
Facebook,
No
Tab
Google,
Instagram
Sophomore
Facebook,
No
Tab
Instagram
Will use app
AutoNotifications
Select
Calendar
interest*
Yes
Prefers the
Yes, if pertained to their
Yes
option
interest
No

Does not use
calendar

Does not like notifications

Yes

Yes

Prefers the
option

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, if they could select
what they received about

Yes

Maybe

Prefers the
option

Would like the option

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, only if it was not
everything that happened
on app

Yes

*Select interest: to select a preference of what you would like to see on the application and not
see.
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Participant

Event search prompt*

Other

Participant 1

used search tab found nothing then
browsed around the list view for about 3
weeks of events and said it either isn't
there or app may not have all events on
campus

Thought that events could be better organized.
Wants an organization sections.
Dislikes having alumni and other useless tabs on
on home screen.

Participant 2

Went through the list view for about 2
weeks’ worth. then looked at today view,
then looked at month view and randomly
selected a few dates. said hmmm with
puzzled look then when switching back to
list view noticed the search tab and came
to the conclusion that the event does not
exist. seemed to be more confusion and
little to no irritations
did not notice the search tab and scrolled
through for about 30 sec, in this they
showed minor irritation/confusion, even
asked if it existed

Participant has expressed that they do not like
having multiple applications on phone and that
this application does not work well enough for
them to even consider it a possibility.

Participant 3

Participant 4
said that it is odd that it is odd that it does
not say "searching" or " no search results
found"

Participant does not use many applications
because may be bothersome to move between
them.
Thought the current tab system was better.
Would like to receive notifications on Sporting
events.
Would like to be able to select what sports they
receive notifications about.
Would like to be able to customize more.
Wants to see the reference section more organized
and relabeled to “resources.”
Would like to see students org or campus
involvement tab.

Participant 5

said that nothing showed up and assumed
it was finished.

May fit their needs but would like to see canvas
and this app combined because they do not want
to have an excessive amount of apps on phone.

Participant 6

Said that nothing appeared and browsed
one weeks’ worth of events. Did not see
anything and decided it did not exist.

• Wanted ability to customize more with the app.
• Feels that the app is geared towards athletics
and would like to see more campus event on
the page.
• Thought the campus maps needed to be more
detailed. Maybe have a live view rather than
gps layout.
• Doesn’t see the need to have facebook and
twitter on home screen, condense to one social
media tab.

*The event search prompt required the participant to find/locate an event that did not
exist in the applications system. In this case “Health Students Jeopardy Game.”
Note: Participant 5 and 6 were sitting next to each other and thus their responses may be
influenced by the prior.
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